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UPF-heavenly Korea will become one with the five sub-regions, 

heavenly Korea's special regional groups, and fulfill its mission to 

create a foundation for the settlement of a heavenly, unified Korea. 

 

Based on the International Headquarters' strategy, UPF heavenly 

Korea will try to find "stars" within the six pillars that will together 

create heavenly, unified Korea's agenda and then connect them to True 

Parents' Think Tank 2022. We will do our best to cultivate a million 

peace-loving members of Heavenly Parents' Holy Community. UPF 

heavenly Korea will attend True Parents and become one with UPF 

International to find and connect to Think Tank 2022 prepared 

righteous people in Korea and around the world, so they take part in 

the settlement of a heavenly, unified Korea. In particular, we will do 

our best to strengthen the international network of Korea, Japan, and 

the United States to create an environment for peaceful unification on the Korean Peninsula and spread 

the model of a heavenly, unified Korea to the world. 

 

  
 

Working hand-in-hand 

 

True Mother recently said, "Not being face-to-face is an opportunity." We will use this no-face-to-face 

crisis caused by COVID-19 as an opportunity to increase the membership of heavenly, unified Korea and 

increase peace-loving members through an online system. And we will have the VIPs of the six pillars 

and the 1 million peace-loving members participate in the Korean Peninsula Peace Projects, such as the 

Five Sub-Region Peace Rally, the Korean Peninsula Peace Summit 2021 and One Million-Person Rally to 

Save the Nation and the World. Thus, we will spread True Parents' peace ideology and furthermore make 

2021 the year to reap the fruit of the realization of a heavenly, unified Korea. 

 

Becoming one in heart with all providential organizations, UPF heavenly Korea will help the five sub-

regions of the special regional group and UPF International to complete the mission of creating a 

foundation for the settlement of a heavenly, unified Korea and make 2021 a fruit-bearing year. Thank 

you. 


